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Editor’s Note

Aminath Liusa
Editor

I welcome dear readers to the 146th issue of CJ! This issue also features news of
important events that took place in the past month.
The top highlight of the event is of course the appointment of the new
Commissioner General of Customs. Mr. Abbas Adil Riza was appointed as
the Commissioner General on 11th March 2015. In a ceremony held at the
President’s Office, the Letter of Appointment was presented to the Commissioner
General by His Excellency President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom. Prior
to the presentation of the Letter of Appointment, he took the oath of office
as Commissioner General of Customs. Mr. Riza was preceded by Mr. Ahmed
Zuhoor, who served as the Head of Customs from 09th September 2014 to 10th
March 2015.
We also passed a new regulation last month to rebrand the Customs Recreation
Club to Customs Club. With this change we will see major changes to the structure
and operations of the club. The club will now have three types of members:
temporary, permanent and honorary members in which permanent members
are further divided into active and non-active members. The committee will
now have a Chairperson (CG) and a Vice Chairperson (Executive Board member)
as new posts.
A logo was also finalized last month which will be used in activities that will be held
to celebrate our 125th anniversary. This logo will be used in in all documented
communications both internally and externally. The winning logo was submitted
by Senior Customs Officer Grade 3, Shuaib Solih. Congratulations Shuaib!
On the training front, eight of our officers attended the South Asia Sub-regional
Economic Cooperation (SASEC) Sub-group meeting, Chemical Identification
Seminar on Strategic Dual-use Goods for South Asian Members and
Modernization workshop held in Goa, New Delhi and Faridabad respectively.
Locally, seven of our officers completed Basic TV Production Training Course
facilitated by MBC.
This issue also features an informative article from one of our officers covering
the theme of “World TB Day”. I look forward to seeing more of contributions and
suggestions from the readers.
Flip through the pages to find out more information on the events that made
headlines in the past month. Happy reading everyone!
liusha@customs.gov.mv
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ENFORCEMENT NEWS

Customs intercepts a 69-year-old smuggling
drugs
Maldives Customs Service has captured
a 69-year-old Pakistani attempting to
smuggle heroin concealed internally.
He arrived in Maldives from Colombo
on 1st of March.
Customs routine inspection on his
arrival led to further suspicion on him
that he was taken to hospital for body
scanning, which later indicated presence of foreign bodies in the rectal area
of his body. Five bullets were retrieved and their contents were tested and
showed positive for heroin. The five bullets, including their packing, measured
50 grams in weight.
The person and the drugs seized have been handed over to the Maldives Police
Service for further investigation.
A similar seizure was made earlier on February where two Maldivians, a man
and a woman, returning together from Bangalore were intercepted while
attempting to smuggle heroin concealed inside cans of food supplement.
CJ appreciates the vigilant and hardworking officers at the frontier for their truly
commendable service.
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CG DIRECTIVES

Procedure formulated for duty exemption of
personal items
Maldives Customs Service has
formulated a procedure that will
govern the release of items under the
Duty Free Concessions granted by H.E
The President.
This procedure entails duty free
allowances and entitlements of
Maldivian Residents and Foreigners
residing in Maldives.
Under this procedure, import duty will
not be charged for items imported
for personal use that are below MVR
6,000. For those that are worth higher
than MVR 6,000 duty will be charged
on the amount exceeding MVR 6,000.
Import duty will be exempted for
non-commercial items that are of no
commercial value. As such, items such
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as leaflets and Brochures and items
imported by traders as sample items
for distribution will be released. Any
sample items that exceed USD50 in
value must carry a “sample” label and
should not be in a resalable packaging.
This procedure also details allowances
granted for travelers when traveling to
Maldives. As such, clothes, jewelries,
watches, pens, camera, laptop,
portable gadgets and toiletries brought
for personal use will be exempted.
Apart from this, 200 cigarettes, 25
cigars and 250g of tobacco will be
released without charging any duty on
them. Duty will also be exempted for
used books, professional equipment
and computers brought by students
returning from abroad.

Although an allowance of MVR 6,000
is allowed for general travelers, this
amount differs for travelers who are
coming back after a lengthy duration
abroad. As such, those coming back
to Maldives after a period of 6 months
to 1 year are allowed a duty free
allowance of MVR9,000 while those
coming back to Maldives after a period
of 1 to 3 years are allowed a duty free
allowance of MVR11,500. Likewise
those coming back to Maldives after
a period of more than 3 years are
allowed a duty free allowance of
MVR14,000. Additionally, items used
by these individuals during their stay
abroad will also be released without
charging any import duty on them.

Regulations governing the declaring and reporting of currency being brought
in or taken out of Maldives takes effect
Effective 22nd March 2015 the regulations for the declaring and reporting of currency being brought in or taken out of
Maldives formulated under the “Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Act 2014” has taken effect.
In this regard, an information session was held for Customs Officers to make them aware of the cash declaration and
reporting procedures under this regulation. This session was facilitated by the officials from the Intelligence Unit of the
Maldives Monetary Authority.
As per this regulation, any person bringing cash equivalent to or above the MMA declared limit of USD30,000 into or out
of Maldives via air, sea or courier service should declare and report it through the Cash Declaration Form issued for the
same purpose.
In the event that the cash must be declared and reported to MCS and have not been done accordingly and is suspected
to be related to a case of money laundering and terrorism financing, MCS reserve the right to seize the said cash.
Furthermore, if MCS has doubts that the seized cash is not related to money laundering or terrorism financing, or the
information reported has serious inaccuracies involved, the case will be handed over to Maldives Police Service for
further investigation.
The “Cash Declaration” form (MCS-147 Cash Declaration) stated in this regulation is available on our website and from
Customs Offices located in the port facilities.
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Prevention of sexual
harassment and sexual
assault

Committee formulated to organize Customs 125
anniversary activities

The
mandate
of
Customs
Grievance Committee has been
revised to include those roles and
responsibilities required by Law No.
16/2014 (Law on prevention of sexual
harassment and sexual assault).

Commissioner General of Customs has established a committee to assume
responsibilities of organizing and coordinating activities to be carried out to
celebrate Customs 125th anniversary. According to his directive no. 16/2015
(February 26), the objectives of this committee are;

The responsibilities of Customs
Grievance Committee now therefore
include looking into those issues
related to sexual harassment and
sexual assault and are prescribed in
Article 19(a) of Law No. 16/2014.

Customs 125th
anniversary official
logo released
Commissioner General of Customs
has decided to use the Customs’
125th anniversary official logo on all
outgoing letters and other formal
documents and on all documents
circulated internally among sections.

Identify activities to be carried out to celebrate Customs’ 125th anniversary,

•

Organize and coordinate the activities identified

•

Organize and coordinate the exhibition on “The Role of Customs in Maldives’
Economic Development”, to be held in connection with the Ministry of
Home Affairs as part of the 50 years of independence.

The committee comprises of the following members:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deputy Chief Superintendent Abdulla Ali
Senior Superintendent Muaz Ali
Senior Superintendent Ahmed Niyaz
Senior Superintendent Ibrahim Mafaaz
Senior Superintendent Ahmed Iqbal
Superintendent Fathimath Zeeniya
Superintendent Mohamed Ibrahim
Chief Customs Officer Adam Adeem
Senior Customs Officer Grade 3 Mohamed Ziham
Senior Customs Officer Grade 3 Ahmed Shafeeq

125th Anniversary logo was selected
through a logo competition opened
for the entire Customs staff.

TRANSFER AND APPOINTMENTS

Incoterm of vessels
transported on its own

Assistant Commissioner of Customs Abdul Rasheed Ibrahim has been
appointed as the Head of Information Systems and Technology Division.

Effective from 09 March 2015,
Customs has decided to take the
cost or the value accepted by the
Customs as the duty base for vessels
transported under its own power.
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•

Deputy Commissioner of Customs Ismail Abdulla has been appointed as
the Vice Chairperson at the Human Resource Management Board, effective
from 26 February 2015.

Deputy Chief Superintendent Fathimath Mohamed has been appointed as
the Head of Human Resources and Administration Division.
Chief Customs Officer Abdulla Saeed has been appointed as the Officer-incharge at Sea Cargo Examination Section.

photo courtesy of President’s Office

NEWS

President appoints Mr. Abbas Adil Riza as the Commissioner General of
Customs

Mr. Abbas Adil Riza has been appointed as the Commissioner General of Customs on 11 March 2015 by the President of
the Republic of Maldives.
In a ceremony held at the President’s Office on that day, the Letter of Appointment was presented to the Commissioner
General by His Excellency President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom. Prior to the presentation of the Letter of Appointment,
Mr. Abbas took the oath of office as the Commissioner General of Customs.
Mr. Abbas Adil Riza was preceded by Mr. Ahmed Zuhoor, who served as the Head of Customs from 09 September 2014
to 10 March 2015.
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celebrating 125
years of Customs
service...
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Commissioner General of Customs meets with Commissioner
of Police
Commissioner General of Customs
Mr. Abbas Adil Riza has met with
Commissioner of Police Hussain
Waheed. The meeting took place at
Police Headquarters on 15 March
2015.
Discussion mainly concentrated on
enhancing the already established
close cooperation between the two
institutions. The two heads renewed
their commitments on exchanging
mutual assistance, especially in the
areas of law enforcement and staff
training.
Commissioner of Police, on behalf
of the entire Police family, extended
his greetings to Mr. Abbas Adil Riza,
on his appointed to the position of
Commissioner General of Customs
on 11 March.
The meeting was also attended
by the Deputy Commissioner of
Customs Mr. Ismail Abdulla.

MCS seeks China’s assistance for establishing
controls at SEZs
The Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the People’s Republic
of China to Maldives H.E. Wang Fukang and the Commissioner General of
Customs Honorable Abbas Adil Riza had a formal meeting on 19th March
2015, in the Embassy of People’s Republic of China.
In this meeting, the Ambassador and the Commissioner General discussed the
potential areas of mutual cooperation, technical assistance and experience
sharing on establishing customs controls at the Special Economic Zones (SEZ).
This meeting was also attended by Deputy Commissioner of Customs Mr.
Ismail Abdulla and Assistant Commissioner of Customs Mr. Ismail Nashid.
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Customs Recreation Club Re-branded
Members pass the new regulation that rebrands
the club to the name of Customs Club
The first general meeting of the
Customs Club was held the 26th
of February, 2015 in Meerubahuru
Maalan. 121 members attended
the general meeting, where the club
achieved key milestones with the
adoption of important decisions.
Highlights of the meeting consist of
the presentation of the annual report
and minutes of the previous general
meeting by general secretary Ibrahim
Shareef, the presentation of the new
Customs Club regulations by literary
secretary Mohamed Amir, and the
speech by the president of the club,
Ahmed Zuhoor. The vote of thanks was
delivered by vice president Ali Mahir.

the transition of Maldives Customs
Service to a corporate organization.

The key outcome of the meeting is
the passing of the Customs Club
regulations,
thereby
rebranding
the Customs Recreation Club to
Customs Club. The new Customs
Club regulations have brought about
major changes in the structure and
operations of the club, the first in

The current structure of the Customs
Reaction Club will be revised with the
formation of Customs Club. The club
is now required to have a chairperson
and vice chairperson as the top
executives.
The
Commissioner
General of Customs would be the
Chairperson, and the Executive

According to the Customs Club
regulations, there would be 3
types of members; temporary
members, permanent members,
and honorary members. Permanent
members are further divided into
active members and non-active
members. Furthermore, the monthly
subscriptions required to be paid by
each member is being stopped; only
active members would be paying
subscriptions. Instead, funds will
be raised through sponsorships,
donations and fundraising events.

Board of Customs will elect a vice
chairperson from amongst the board.
The new regulations also stipulate
a criterion for individuals applying
to the 2-year-term executive team.
Only officers above certain ranks
are qualified to apply to each post.
Consequently, only members above
the rank of Senior Superintendent
would be qualified to apply for the
post of president. Posts of president
and below are elected by voting
amongst the members. The new
executive committee is required to
be formed within 6 months from
the passing of the new regulations.
Speaking at the meeting, the then
president of the club Ahmed Zuhoor
emphasized on the importance
of Customs transforming into
a corporate society in order to
facilitate
the
development
of
Customs capacity and resources.
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TRAINING - LOCAL

Welcome to the
mission!
New officers take oath of service on completion of induction
training
In a special ceremony held
on
19th March 2015, certificates were
distributed to the participants of
Certificate 2 in Customs Studies
Course by Chief Guest Commissioner
General of Customs Hon. Abbas Adil
Riza.
Speaking at the graduation ceremony,
Commissioner General highlighted
that the roles and responsibilities of
MCS have evolved tremendously over
its 125 years history and so has the
risks associated it. Adding to this he
emphasized the importance of being
equipped with the right skills and
modern technology in order to tackle
these challenges in the best possible
manner. In this regard he applauded
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the efforts put in by Customs Academy
and Human Resources Section to
increase the capacity of Customs
personnel.
Thirty four officers successfully
completed this course of which the
top 3 students are as follows:
1st place – COG2 Ahsan Aalee
2nd place – COG2 Eanas Ilyas
3rd place – COG2 Suma Khalid
Mohamed
At the end of this ceremony thirty four
Customs Officers from induction took
their Oath of service required by the

Customs Act (08/2011). The Oath of
service to the officers was administered
by the Family Court Chief Judge Uz.
Hassan Saeed. Addressing the newly
sworn in officers, he highlighted the
importance of honoring the oath as
Customs Officers play a critical role in
safeguarding the nation through their
service.
The Certificate 2 in Customs Studies
Course is designed to give an in-depth
understanding of the customs related
laws and regulations and in-place
procedures; goods declarations and
document processing; information
technology and automation; drug
enforcement; and risk assessment,
risk profiling and targeting.

Certificates given to participants who completed Certificate
III in Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System
The fifth batch of Certificate 3 in Harmonized Commodity Description and
Coding System has successfully completed the course and graduated.
In a special ceremony held on 19th March 2015, certificates were
distributed to the participants by Deputy Commissioner of Customs Ismail
Abdulla.
Eighteen officers successfully completed this course of which the top 3
students are as follows:
1st place – CCO Aminath Farushana
2nd place – CCO Nashma Khaleel
3rd place – COG2 Azeena Mohamed
The Certificate III in Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding
System is aimed at equipping the staff with the necessary level of knowledge
and competence in the application of Harmonized System Nomenclature
and Export/ Import law and thus facilitate the classification of goods in a
consistent and effective manner.
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TRAINING - LOCAL

Seven officers complete Basic TV Production
Training Course at MBC
Seven officers of Maldives Customs Service have successfully completed
the Basic TV Production Course, conducted in collaboration with Maldives
Broadcasting Corporation, from 16 November 2014 to 07 December 2014.
Certificates were awarded to the participants by the chief guest, the Managing
Director of MBC Mr. Mohamed Shafeeq Mahmood, in a ceremony held on 22
February in MBC Head Office
Deputy Commissioner of Customs Ismail Abdulla attended the ceremony along
with other senior officers.
On behalf of the Maldives Customs Service, Senior Superintendent Ahmed
Niyaz thanked the Management and trainers of MBC for conducting the training
for Customs officers. Furthermore, on behalf of the participants, Mohamed
Ibrahim, conveyed his heartfelt appreciation to MCS and MBC on conducting
such a fruitful course.
The purpose of this training course was to produce a pool of artists who are
capable of creating videographic materials so as to expand and enhance public
awareness and image enhancement programmes. This customized training
programme covered all aspects of videography, including planning, shooting,
lighting and post productions - both in theory and practicals.
The course was facilitated by experienced trainers from Maldives Broadcasting
Corporation.
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A Training Workshop on CITES has been held for the staffs of Maldives
Customs Services.
A Training Workshop on “Convention on International Trade of Endangered
Species of wild fauna and flora” (CITES), targeted for the staffs of Maldives
Customs Services has been held today.
CITES was established in 1 July 1975 and has the capacity of 180 countries.
Maldives became an official party to CITES on 12th of March 2013. Any species
listed in CITES can be imported or exported to and from Maldives only if they
are accompanied with the relevant valid CITES Permit. This training was held
at the Meerubahuru Hall of Maldives Customs Service. The training in which
around 30 staffs of Customs participated is the 2nd of these and the main
training held so far. The main topics highlighted in this training were about the
responsibilities of Maldives Customs Services in implementing this convention.
Customs is the enforcement agency of CITES for Maldives. Therefore the main
responsibilities of Customs in implementing the convention are document
inspection, physically inspecting the species/sample and validating the
information on the CITES permit.
This training was concluded with a closing ceremony in which the Minister of
Environment and Energy Mr. Thoriq Ibrahim highlighted of the importance
of implementing CITES effectively. At the end of the ceremony all participants
were awarded certificates by Mr. Thoriq Ibrahim and Commissioner General of
Customs Mr. Abbas Adil Riza.
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Training Program on Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) for officers
working at Addu City, concludes

A training programme on Ozone Depleting Substances was conducted at South
Regional Customs, Addu City, from 18 - 19 February 2015. The program was
organized jointly by the Maldives Customs Service and Ministry of Environment
and Energy.
The two day training targeted to customs officers and other enforcement
officers of the region, was completed by ten Customs officers and 12 officers
from other enforcement agencies.
The objective of this workshop was to provide necessary skill and knowledge
to Customs and other related officers of the law enforcement agencies, to
monitor and control the importation of controlled or banned ozone depleting
substances and detection and prevention of illegal trade of these substances.
The program also paved way towards the effective implementation of the
Government’s policy to control the importation of HCFC contained items by
2020.
The training was completed by officers from other enforcement organizations
such as Maldives Police Service, Aviation Security Command, Island Aviation,
Addu City Council and Hithadhoo Ports Limited, and was facilitated by the
lecturers of Maldives Customs Service and experts of Ministry of Environment
and Energy.
The certificates were awarded to the participants by the Deputy Minister of
Ministry of Environment and Energy, Mr. Ibrahim Nizam, on a special function
held, to mark the closing of the training.
Speaking at the Ceremony, Deputy Minister highlighted the importance of the
relevant parties in restricting the ozone depleting substances in to the Maldives.
Similar training programs are scheduled to be conducted in future, for officers
from Customs other law enforcement agencies.
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TRAINING - INTERNATIONAL

Chemical Identification Seminar on Strategic
Dual-Use Goods for South Asian Members, New
Delhi, India
Chief Customs Officer Ibrahim Saeed, Senior Customs Officer Grade 1 Mohamed
Sodig and Senior Customs Officer Grade 1 Mohamed Adam have attended the
South Asian Regional Integration Seminar on Chemical Identification of Strategic
Dual-Use Goods held in New Delhi, India from 24th-27th February 2015.
Among areas discussed in the workshop were an overview of chemical
production in South Asia, introduction to the identification of convention related
chemicals, chemical related dual use goods and technology, risk assessment
and border targeting and challenges in STC implementation.
This seminar was organized by WCO in partnership with the Australian Customs
and Border Protection Services (ACBPS) and Indian Central Board of Excise and
Customs.

Modernization of Customs Administrations of SAARC Countries, Faridabad,
India
Senior Superintendent Mohamed Shah, Chief Customs Officer Fathimath Sifza and Senior Customs Officer Grade 1
Mohamed Shanan have attended the workshop on Modernization of Customs Administrations of SAARC Countries held
in Faridabad, India from 9-13th March 2015.
Among areas discussed in the workshop were e-governance in Customs in India and coordination with other regulatory
agencies, Documentation for import and export in Customs, Post clearance audit, use of risk management system and
compliance management programmes, examination and clearance of customs cargo, information exchange among
SAARC administrations, implementation of SAPTA and SAFTA with focus on Rules of origin and border management.
This workshop was attended by participants from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
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TRAINING - INTERNATIONAL

South Asia Sub-Regional Economic Cooperation
(SASEC) Third Customs Sub-group Meeting
Deputy Commissioner of Customs Ismail Abdulla, Assistant Commissioner of Customs Abdul Rasheed Ibrahim and Senior
Superintendent Ahmed Niyaz and Senior Superintendent Muaz Ali have attended the Third Meeting of the SASEC Customs Subgroup, held at Goa, India, from 11 – 12 March 2015.
This meeting was attended by SASEC Customs Officials, experts from the World Customs Organization, and ADB staff who
discussed details of the SCS work plan to ensure its seamless implementation toward the goal of modernizing and harmonizing
customs operations in the SASEC subregion.
The main aims of the meeting were as follows:

•

Discuss and finalize the scope and implementation details of subregional and national projects in the SCS Work Plan 20142015 endorsed at the second SCS Meeting;

•

Discuss and agree on the detailed proposal of the study on electronic exchange of trade- related documents between and
among SASEC countries;

•

Discuss the modalities and priorities for implementing the subregional capacity-building program in six priority areas,
including Customs Valuation and Database, Risk Assessment, Nomenclature for Trusted Trader Program, National Single
Window, International Standards and Conventions, and Post-Clearance Audit.

The meeting was preceded by a knowledge sharing session on compliance and security— a core concern for customs agencies
worldwide—to reinforce understanding and adaptation of programs that enhance compliance and security among SASEC
customs agencies, including the trusted trader and authorized economic operator (AEO) programs.
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HOUSEKEEPING

Customs Cleaning Day
Commissioner General has decided
that the last Saturday of every month
will be specifically allocated for the
cleaning of all sections.
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ARTICLE

“Risk
Management
Framework”:
What do you know?
I am sure you have a goal in your life. What do you think are the effects of
uncertainty on achieving your goal? Well, there you have your risks. Everyone
manages risk he/she faces by analyzing and prioritizing. It is then treated,
transferred or mitigated and we call the whole process, when it is done in a
systematic way, a risk management system.
Well, that is real life. The concept of risk management in customs is no
different. It has been a while since the talk implementing a risk management
system has been doing rounds. Risk management concept being the
international practice of customs administrations and with WCO advocating
risk management as a strategy for customs administration in 21st century; it
shall be the path we choose.

As the risk management
framework, we are trying
to establish boundaries
and standards for
Maldives Customs Service
to follow in developing
and embedding a
holistic risk management
system. It launches the
risk management policy,
principles and process
which shall be assimilated
in the risk management
system of Maldives
Customs Service.

As you know, in order to implement a risk management system in an organization, the first and the foremost thing is
high level commitment for it. All the senior executives including the commissioner himself should be committed to the
risk management principles if it were to be implemented effectively and I am glad that we are over with the first step. I
express my appreciation to former Commissioner General of Customs, Mr. Ahmed Zuhoor, for his initiation to develop
a risk management framework for Maldives Customs Service. He formed a 6 member working group with Senior
Superintendent Mr. Ibrahim Mafaz as the over all in-charge of the group to develop a risk management framework for
Maldives Customs Service. The Other members of the working group are;
Chief Customs Officer Mr. Mohamed Afzal
Chief Customs Officer Mr. Yousuf Nizam Moosa
Chief Customs Officer Mr. Ahmed Humair
Chief Customs Officer Ms. Zuleykha Nabeela
Customs officer Gr.2 Ms. Suma Khalid
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We understand the huge responsibility on our shoulders to be the risk management framework working group. Thus
we intend to share our responsibility with all customs officers. This is a brief message to tell you what we are doing and
the concept around which we are developing risk management framework of Maldives Customs Service. If you have any
comments, suggestions or recommendations regarding our work, kindly please forward to us.
As the risk management framework, we are trying to establish boundaries and standards for Maldives Customs Service
to follow in developing and embedding a holistic risk management system. It launches the risk management policy,
principles and process which shall be assimilated in the risk management system of Maldives Customs Service. Further,
the need for a risk management system in MCS is discussed in this document.
The framework document consists of 5 chapters. They are;
Overview
Maldives Customs Service Risk Management Context
Risk management process
Integrated risk Management
Reinforcement of risk management
The infographic below shows the content covered in each of the chapter.
Risk management framework of very Customs administration is tailored to fit the organization depending on their
organizational objectives, challenges faced and existing customs working environment. Thus we request for your ideas,
suggestions and recommendations. We would appreciate any assistance you could offer.

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY
OVERVIEW

•

Introduction

•

Definitions and
Abbreviations

•

RM PROCESS

RM CONTEXT
Organizational
vision and mission

•

•

•

Risk Assessment

Risk management
in Customs context

Governance
Structure

•

•

•

Mandate and
commitment

Organizational
Structure

Risk identification
(internal and
external risks)

•

•

•

Principles, goals
and objectives

Organization’s
approach

Analysis of
identified risks

•

Risk hierarchy

•

Benefits

•

Risk
manamgement
demands of MCS

Risk evaluation
and prioritization

•

Profiling and
targeting

•

Risk treatment

•

•

Establishing
context

INTEGRATED RM

RM REINFORCEMENT

•

Mitigate risk

•

•

Risk tolerance and
risk appetite

Communication
and reporting

•

•

Accountability for
managing risks

Risk maturity
measurement

•

•

Risk embedding

Monitoring and
review

•

Conclusion

•

References

•

Annexes
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STATISTICS

IMPORTS

EXPORTS

REVENUE

CIF MVR 2,337.6 million
in February 2015

FOB MVR 180.0 million
in February 2015

MVR 142.6 million
in February 2015

compared to
MVR 1,946.7 million
in February 2014

compared to
MVR 154.4 million
in February 2014

compared to
MVR 151.1 million
in February 2014

20%

6%

17%

Monthly Statistics – February 2015
The C.I.F value of goods imported during February 2015 has increased by 20% compared to February 2014. Goods worth
MVR 2337.6 million were imported last month while the figure was 1946.7 million in January 2014.
Fuel was the highest imported category of items in last February in terms of its C.I.F value. The increase in importation
of fuel constitutes more than 40% of the total increase in imports in February 2015. Food items was the second most
imported category of items in February, followed by Machinery and Electronics as the third highest category in terms of
their C.I.F value.

CIF Value
(MVR millions)

% of Total
Imports

Fuel (including Marine Gas Oil (Diesel), Petrol, Aviation Gas)

517.6

22%

0.0

0%

Food Items

415.6

18%

4.8

3%

Machinery and Electronics

Category

Duty Collected
% of Total
(MVR millions) Duty Collected

320.5

14%

38.2

25%

Base metal and Articles of Base Metal

123.9

5%

6.4

4%

Chemicals

118.1

5%

3.3

2%

Plastic and Rubber

66.6

3%

63.7

3%

11.8
1.7

8%

Wood & Articles of wood
Vehicle and Vehicle Parts

51.1

2%

16.8

11%

Textiles and Textile Articles

46.9

2%

6.8

4%

Articles of Stone, Plaster, Cement

42.5

2%

2.2

1%

1%

Exports too have increased in February 2015 when compared to the same period last year. The F.O.B value of goods
exported in last February was recorded at MVR 180.0 million, which is a 17% increase when compared to the MVR 154.4
million in February last year.
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NEW
DUTY RATES

WILL TAKE EFFECT ON

1 April 2015

Duty rates for major household
and consumer goods
will remain at

0

%

cSwmurukctWrWmia
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The newly appointed Commissioner
General of Customs Abbas Adil Riza
meets with the previous Commissioner
General Ahmed Zuhoor and the executive
board in the handover meeting
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 24ވަ ނަ ދުވަހެ ވެ .މިދުވަހަކީ ރަސްމި ބަ ންދު ދުވަހެ އް ކަމުގަ އި

ބަލައި ގަ ނެ މި ދުވަހު ގެ ހަ ރަކާ ތް ތަ އް ހި ންގުމުގަ އި އި ސް ނެގި އެ ވެ.

ނު ވި ނަމަވެސް މި ދު ވަހުގެ ހަ ރަކާ ތަކީ ދު ނި ޔޭ ގެ ސި އްހަ ތު
ޖަމް އި އް ޔާ ( )WHOއި ން ބަ އި ނަލް އަޤް ވާމީ ފެން ވަ ރެ އްގަ އި ސިއްޙީ
ހޭލު ން ތެ ރިކަން އި ތު ރުކު ރުމަ ށް ހި ންގާ ރަސްމީ  8ހަ ރަކާ ތު ގެ
ތެރެއިން އެއް ހަރަކާތެވެ .ކޮންމެ އަހަރެއްގެ ޓީ.ބީ ދުވަހަކާ
ދިމާކޮ ށް ވަކި އަމާޒަކަ ށް ދި އުމަ ށް ޓަކަ އި ވަކި ޝި ޢާ ރެ އް ދު ނި ޔޭ ގެ
ސިއްހަތު ޖަމްއިއްޔާ އިން ކަނޑައަޅައެވެ .މިގޮތުން މިއަހަރުގެ
ޝިޢާރަކީ =ރީޗް ދަ ތްރީ މިލިއަން= އެވެ .މި ޝިޢާރުގެ ބޭނުމަކީ
ކޮންމެ އަހަރެއްގައިވެސް ނޭޝަނަލް ޓީ.ބީ ޕްރޮގްރާމްސް ()NTPs
ގަ އި ގާ ތްގަޑަކަ ށް  9މިލި އަން މީހު ން ނަ ށް އަލަ ށް ޓީ .ބީ ޖެހިގެ ން
ރަޖިސް ޓް ރީ ކު ރެވޭ އި ރު ކޮ ންމެ އަހަ ރެ އް ގައި އަ ބަދު ވެސް  3މިލި އަ ން
މީހު ން އެ ޕް ރޮ ގް ރާމް ތަކު ގައި ރަޖިސް ޓް ރީ ނުކު ރެ ވުމު ގެ ސަބަ ބު ން
ފަރުވާކުރެވިފައި ނުވާތީ ،އެ  3މި ލިއަން މީހު ން ނާ ހަމައަ ށް ވާސިލް ވުމެ ވެ.
ޓީ ބީ ދުވަހު ގެ ތާ ރީޙަ ށް ބަލާ އި ރު ،އެ ދުވަހު ން ހަދާ ންކޮ ށްދެ ނީ ޓީ ބީ
އާ ދެކޮޅަށް ޖަރުމަނުގެ ޑޮކްޓަރެއްކަމުގައިވާ ޑރ .ރޮބަރޓް ކޮޗް
 1882ގަ އި ކު ރެ އްވި ދި ރާސާ ތަކާ އި މަސަ އްކަ ތްޕުޅު ތަކު ގެ މައް ޗަ ށް
ޢާ ންމު ން ނާ އި ހަމަ އަ ށް ގެ ނެސްދިން ބަސްދީ ގަ ތުމެ ވެ .މި ފި ޔަ ވަޅު ގެ
ނަ ތިޖާއެ އް ގެ ގޮ ތު ން އޭ ގެ  100އަހަ ރުފަހު ން  1982ވަ ނަ އަހަ ރުގަ އި،
އިންޓަރނޭޝަނަލް

ޔޫނިއަން

އަގެއިންސްޓް

ޓިއުބަރކްލޯސިސް

އެ ންޑް ލަ ންގް ޑިސީސް ( )IUATLDއިން މާރޗް  24ވަ ނަ
ދުވަހަކީ ދު ނި ޔޭ ގެ ރަސްމީ ޓީ ބީ ދު ވަސް ކަމު ގައި ހަމަޖެ އް ސުމަ ށް
ހުށަހެޅުއްވިއެވެ .އޭގެ އަހަރުތަކެއް ފަހުން އ.ދއާ ދުނިޔޭގެ ސިއްހަތު
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ޓީބީ

ނު ވަ ތަ

(tuberculosis

ޓި އު ބަރކްލޯ ސިސް އަކީ
)Mycobacterium

ބެކް ޓީ ރިއާ ގެ
ސަބަ ބު ން

ގަ އި ން ގަ ޔަ ށް އަ ރާ ވަ ރަ ށް ނު ރަ އްކާ ތެ ރި ބަ އް ޔެކެވެ .މި ބަ އް ޔަ ށް
ރަނގަޅަށް ފަރުވާކޮށް ބަލިން ސަލާމަތްކުރެވޭއިރު ،މި ބައްޔަށް
އެ ންމެ

އެކަ ށޭ ނަގޮ ތެއް ގަ އި

ފަ ރު ވާ

ނުކޮ ށްފި ނަމަ

ފު ރާ ނަ އަ ށް

ނު ރަ އްކާވުމަކީ ވެސް ވަ ރަ ށް އެކަ ށީގެން ވާ ކަމެކެ ވެ .ތަފާ ސް ހިސާ ބަ ށް
ބަލާއިރު ،މި ބައްޔަކީ އެޗް.އައި.ވީ އެއިޑްސް ފިޔަވައި ދެވަނައަށް
އެ ންމެ ގި ނަ މީހު ން މަ ރު ވާ ން މެދުވެ ރި ވާ ބަ އް ޔެވެ .ޢާ އްމު ގޮ ތެ އްގަ އި
މި ބަލި ޖެހެނީ ފުއްޕާމެއަށެވެ .މިގޮތުން ކެއްސައި ކިނބިހި އެޅުން
ފަދަ ވަ އިގެ ޒަ ރީއާ އި ން ޓީ ބީ ގެ ޖަ ރާސީމު ހަ ށި ގަނޑުގެ ތެ ރެ އަ ށް
ވާސިލުވުމަކީ މި ބަލި ފެ ތު ރޭ އެންމެ ޢާ ންމު ގޮ ތް ތަކެ ވެ .މީގެ އި ތު ރު ން
ސަލާ ންކު ރު ން އަދި ޓީ ބީ ޖެހިފަ އި ވާ މީހަކު ބޭ ނު ންކޮ ށްފައި ވާ އެ އް ޗެ އް
އެހެ ން މީހަކު ބޭ ނު ންކު ރުމުގެ ސަ ބަ ބު ން ވެސް މި ބަލި ފެ ތު ރެ އެ ވެ.
ދު ނި ޔޭ ގެ ސި އްހަ ތު ޖަމްއި އް ޔާ ( )WHOގެ ޓީ ބީއާ ބެހޭ ގޮ ތު ން
 2014ގައި ނެރުއްވި ރިޕޯރޓުން އެނގޭގޮތުގައި ،ޓީ.ބީ ޖެހިގެން
އެކަ ށި ގެ ން ވާގޮ ތަ ށް ފަ ރުވާ ނުކު ރެ ވުމު ގެ ސަބަ ބު ން  2013ވަ ނަ އަހަ ރު
 1.5މިލިއަން މީހުން ދުނިޔެ ދޫކޮށްފައިވެއެވެ .އަދި  2000ވަ ނަ
އަހަ ރު ން ފެ ށިގެ ން  2013ވަ ނަ އަހަ ރާ އި ހަމަ އަ ށް އެކަ ށީގެ ން ވާގޮ ތަ ށް
ފަ ރު ވާކޮ ށްގެ ން  37މިލި އަ ން މީހު ންގެ ފު ރާ ނަ ސަލާމަ ތްކު ރެވިފަ އި ވެ އެ ވެ.
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